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PYRAMID OF SUCCESS

pyr·a·mid (pīr'a-mid) noun
1. A Geometric shape (polyhedron) created by connecting a polygonal base to an apex.
2. A solid figure with a polygonal base and triangular faces that meet at a common point.
3. A massive monument of ancient Egypt having a rectangular base and four triangular faces culminating in a single apex, built over or around a crypt or tomb.
4. The hierarchical structures of some organizations are sometimes described as pyramids

pyr·a·mid (pīr'a-mid) verb
1. To increase rapidly and progressively step by step on a broad/widening base.
2. To build (e.g. an argument or thesis), progressively from a basic general premise.

The PYRAMID was one of the 7 wonders of the world to ancients, and we still marvel at it today. The PYRAMID amazes us because of its antiquity (~2700 BC), the size (~13 acres, 147 m high, 230 m base side, stones 2.5 tons to 150 tons), the perfection of its orientation (~50 degrees), and its many hidden chambers! Outwardly about as simple as an edifice can be, the PYRAMID is actually a complex and interesting object.

An R&D Organization and its Management are as interesting and as complex as the PYRAMID and an understanding would lead to much sought after Success, hence the PYRAMID of SUCCESS.